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Understanding ship stability, the ability of a ship to return to an initial state after disturbing forces and moments, is critical for all maritime students and professionals studying for a deck or engineering certificate of competency, or seeking promotion to a higher rank within the merchant marine or Navy.   

The sixth edition of this classic text provides a comprehensive introduction to all aspects of ship stability and ship strength, squat, interaction and trim, materials stresses and forces.  With a generous provision of worked examples and exercise questions to assist masters, mates and engineering officers with written and oral examinations.  

Revised throughout with twelve new chapters: 

.	Floodable and permissible length curves
.	Icing allowances - effects on trim and stability 
.	Tabular and assigned freeboard values
.	Load lines and freeboard marks                
.	Effects of side winds on stability - wind levers and wind moments  
.	Air draft considerations                          
.	Synchronous rolling and parametric rolling of ships - associated dangers    
.	Recent SQA/MCA examination questions       
.	Updated glossary of ship terms and nomenclature                       

Ship Stability for Masters and Mates is required reading for seafarers and students alike and an important resource for naval architecture students, shipboard officers and shore-based staff, including dry-dock personnel, ship-designers, ship surveyors, port authorities, marine consultants and superintendents.
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Intelligent Data Analysis: Developing New Methodologies Through Pattern Discovery and Recovery (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
Pattern Recognition has a long history of applications to data analysis in business, military and social economic activities. While the aim of pattern recognition is to discover the pattern of a data set, the size of the data set is closely related to the methodology one adopts for analysis. Intelligent Data Analysis: Developing New Methodologies...
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Joomla! Mobile Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Joomla! is one of the most popular open source Content Management Systems, actively developed and supported by a world-wide user community. Although it's a fun and

	feature-rich tool, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics with Joomla! and build a mobile website that meets your needs perfectly. Using this book you can create...
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Igniting Innovation: The Tata WayHarper Perennial, 2019

	Founded by Jamsetji Tata in 1868, the Tata group is a global enterprise, headquartered in India, comprising thirty companies across ten clusters. The group operates in more than 100 countries across six continents. What does the Tata group do to encourage and enhance innovation in these companies that are well established and also several other...
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To be or Not to be Intimidated? That is the QuestionMJF Books, 2004
f you picked up this book in the hopes that it might explain how to get ahead in life by intimidating others, I'm afraid you've made a bad choice. If that's your aim, you might find The Communist Manifesto, Mein Kampf, or Mao Tse-Tung on Guerrilla Warfarc more to your liking. As you will see on the following pages, To Be or Not to Be Intimidated!...
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Safe C++: How to avoid common mistakesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Astute readers such as yourself may be wondering whether the title of this book, Safe
	
		C++, presumes that the C++ programming language is somehow unsafe. Good catch!
	
		That is indeed the presumption. The C++ language allows programmers to make all
	
		kinds of mistakes, such as accessing memory beyond the bounds of an...
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Excel 2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems (Excel for Statistics)Springer, 2016

	This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially...
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